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'OUR  MAN IN ALDABRA' 
(A further chapter in the life of John Walker compiled by the Editor) 

 
PHASE 1 
 The Royal Society "Phase I" party (some twenty strong) landed at Settlement, Aldabra on 
13th August 1967 and it wasn't very long before the KW 2000A was carefully unpacked and set up, 
together with the vertical, which was secured to a pole 15' high alongside the "Guesthouse"  a small 
wooden shack destined to be our home for the next seven and a half months. Checks were completed, 
lighting arranged, generators proved and late on the next day the rig was "fired up" and the first QSO 
with the outside world was attempted. Imagine our delight to make contact with G4RS at Blandford 
where the HQ Station, which had been patiently listening, came through at S4 on CW. A forty five 
minute QSO ensued with Les (G3VYZ) who was on the key, equally as elated as we were on the 
Island and just before midnight local, we closed down knowing that all was well. 
 
 During Phase I, the first three week period, whilst awaiting the arrival of the main party and 
supplies, contact was kept with the outside world by means of daily skeds with VS9MB In Gan and 
twice weekly skeds with G4RS at Blandford. I was extremely grateful for the help given me by 
VS9MB. Between these two outlets from Aldabra various points and tricky situations were smoothly 
settled. At the same time trips were made to the far end of the Island and the small portable sets were 
tested out but found to be lacking in power, considerable trouble being caused by the strong broadcast 
stations which were to be heard during the evening and the powerful teleprinter stations during 
daylight. The sets themselves were not in the peak of condition due to an unexpected dunking they 
received when rough weather swamped the "Gemini" in which they were travelling, capsizing it. 
However Sgt Harry Stickley, officially the repair man for the Expedition, agreed to go to each Island 
in turn and see what he could do to improve communications. By dint of sensible aerial sighting and 
painstaking work on the wet equipments Harry achieved what he had hoped and each of the Island 
posts, Cinq Cases, Anse Cedres and East Channel were able to override the heavy local QRM. Harry 
stayed at East Channel until the main party arrived, checking all things to his satisfaction before 
returning to Settlement. 
 
PHASE II 
 This phase commenced when "Vidal" arrived on 28th August and brought the rest of the party 
and the long awaited stores, some thirty-eight crates of various sizes and weights. After unloading and 
unpacking, the main station was set up, comprising a C11 and R210 with both AC and DC power 
supplies, together with a Redifon GR 410. The C11/R210 gave me AM and CW facilities anywhere 
between 2 and 16 Mc/s with an output of about 50 watts, whilst a Redifon GR 410 offered CW and 
SSB facilities on certain spot frequencies. (A photo of the equipment was shown in the December '67 
Mercury - Ed). Twice daily skeds were soon established with the Royal Navy in Mauritius and a daily 
one with the Meteorological Bureau, also in Mauritius, so the KW 2000A could now relax and be 
used for pleasure only!!! 
 
 "Vidal" left three weeks later, taking with her most of the Phase I party, and with final 
farewells on the Aldis lamp she sailed out of sight, bound for Mombassa, Durban, Capetown and 
finally England. We were now left on our own, radio being our only means of contact with the outside 
world. 
 
  The same week found me appointed "Weather Forecaster/Met. Man-in-Chief" and with an excellent 
Met office handbook together with the instructions supplied with the various instruments  but  
absolutely  no experience at all, I set about becoming the expert on clouds, wind 
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and rain. (Some four months later I can safely report that there have been no complaints yet so it 
seems that a course at Bracknell is not vital!!!) So life assumed a steady pattern and Phase III started. 
 
PHASE III 
 The long term party soon settled down to their studies and getting out into the field. Contact 
was maintained between each party and the base at Settlement over the portable transceivers, which 
had been carefully sited and cared for by Harry. His care brought dividends as virtually no trouble 
occurred and regular and constant phone reports were received and collated at base day by day. As 
Harry was unable to fully occupy his day (faults were not unknown but certainly not sufficient to keep 
him occupied all the time) he agreed to act as assistant to one of the party, Tony Diamond, and 
generally made himself useful digging and probing, studying the habits of the giant tortoises and other 
unique species of wild life on the Island. Unfortunately this kind of work is not included under any 
specific trade classification in the Service, not even in the Veterinary Corps, so Harry will have to be 
content to leave it as an entry on his Service documents as "Other Specialist qualifications"!! For 
myself I was well occupied with the three skeds each day to Mauritius, regular weather measurements 
to collate, reports to take from the other Islands (In case any readers thought that Aldabra was only 
one island, it is in fact broken up into four separate islets, none of which can be reached without some 
form of boat) and occasional safaris to the outback of Picard island for the purpose of procuring fresh 
goat meat for the main base cookhouse!! There were some fifty Islanders resident together with a 
further half a dozen members of the Expedition, so a goat did not last very long!!! As the weeks rolled 
by I began to wonder whether I would keep up with all of the Amateur Radio skeds being asked of me 
- through regular contact with G4RS numerous requests were being made and operating hours became 
more and more difficult. From the first week in December the Met Office requested an additional 
report at 1200 GMT, also one at midnight if conditions were cyclonic. Luckily, due to lack of official 
traffic, I was able to drop one of the daily skeds with the Navy on the understanding that a listening 
watch was being kept on a guard frequency on which I could call in the event of an emergency. This 
meant only an hour each day (as against the previous two) commencing at 1000 GMT and so balanced 
the load a little, as operating times had to be geared to "generating" times due to a fair restriction of 
fuel. I was able to charge the battery banks each day and occasionally operated the KW from it's DC 
PSU to enable operation during the quiet periods. 
 
 And so the days passed by and Christmas Eve arrived. All members of the Expedition 
attended Mass in the Catholic church at Settlement and this was followed by a party in "Seychelles" 
style which lasted until a quarter past five the next morning, Christmas Day. It would have carried on 
longer. but one of the locals broke a string on the guitar and that put paid to the festivities. At least 
this was what I assumed to be the reason, it was quite a coincidence that the free booze for the locals 
had also run out! 
 
 So to the New Year, heralded on New Years Eve with the arrival of the "MANAHINE" 
carrying supplies for the last Phase of the Expedition and also relief expeditioners from the Royal 
Society. The Cl1/R210 made contact with the "Manahine" and met info was gratefully exchanged 
between stations, as she slowly made her way toward the Island. On board were numerous clean 
shaven pale faces who looked quite incongruous against the old timers!! Amongst the supplies were 
large quantities of beer (Don't get the wrong idea, the daily ration was one tin per man and each tin 
only held 12 fluid ounces) as well as some very welcome spirits. This allowed all of us to welcome in 
1968 in excellent style until a native of the Island, one extremely accurate rat, whose shooting 
prowess could well be taken as an example by our intrepid Corps shots, succeeded in topping up my 
vodka and orange with deadly accuracy from a range of some twelve feet. 
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This caused great amusement from the assembled company, except yours truly. I am glad to be able to 
report that the rat was unable to repeat the performance as I had the great pleasure of despatching it to 
where ever accurate rats depart, with the help of a ·22 bullet the following morning. The hole in the 
ceiling is very apparent about noon each day when the sun is high !! 
 And so to the end of Phase III. The "Manahine" sailed away with the lucky ones on their way 
back to their families in G land and Phase IV commenced. This phase should last until the end of 
March when the Island will once again be left to the few locals and Nature. But meanwhile activity on 
the Islands proceeds at a great rate and yours truly is kept very busy with preparing met reports, 
sending most unusual traffic back to the Royal Society, the odd meat procurement and of course 
Amateur Radio. 
 To that end, and possibly to the annoyance of some amateur operators the score to the end of 
last year from 15th August was 2478 QSOs on all bands Top thru' to Ten. One hundred and thirty-
eight countries have been worked and average WAC time is 57 seconds !!! I have been lucky enough 
to offer QSOs to people all over the world, of all races and creeds and have made hundreds of friends. 
In particular the thrill of working on 160 metres to the States was one of the moments that will live in 
my memory. Apparently this made the 98th Top Band country for W1BB - I hope Stew manages to 
get the other two for his DXCC on Top!!!  My sincere thanks to Des Barry, G3ONU, who has coped 
with the flow of QSLs and to Roli, ZC4RB, who has helped in passing back the station logs from here 
each week. That is why many QSL cards have been acknowledged so quickly and effectively. And 
last but by no means least, my thanks to G4RS, whose regular QSOs have enabled me to keep 
reasonably sane, with news of my family and the many friends left behind at Blandford. The final 
report on this saga will appear in due course, meanwhile 73's to you all and good DX !! 
 

(Up to 31 Dec. 67 1200 QSL cards had been despatched by G3ONU). 
 

ooooo-----ooooo 
 

COMMONWEALTH CALL AREAS 

 I expect some of you noticed in the January issue of the "Radio Communication" ("Bull" to 
most of us) that it carried a list of Commonwealth call areas. 
 
 Aldabra was shown as VQ7 and as I have been in correspondence with the ARRL about 
Aldabra, and they (the ARRL) consider it's prefix to be VQ9, I queried the VQ7 prefix with the 
RSGB. 
   Their reply is shown below. 

Mr, R.A. Webb, G3EKL 
Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society, 
Blandford Camp, Dorset.                           
           18th 
January, 1968 
 
Dear Mr. Webb, 
 In reply to your letter of 11 January enquiring the prefix for Aldabra Island, I would advise 
you that this is not a prefix issued by the I.T.U. but is one derived locally. Some years ago a station 
operated from Aldabra using the VQ7 prefix, but recent licences issued by the Seychelles Authority 
incorporate a VQ9 prefix. 
 

Yours sincerely, 

  R.F. Stevens, G2BVN 
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SIDEBAND GENERATORS 
BY 

CHRONICLER 

 
 When comparing the construction of an s.s.b. transmitter with an a.m. transmitter the major 
difference is that only low level modulation is used on s.s.b. Firstly the carrier is generated and 
immediately suppressed! This is performed in a balanced modulator, which, in addition to suppressing 
the carrier, produces a d.s.b. output. This must be then passed through a highly selective bandpass 
filter, similar to the 5·2 Mc/s filter described previously by yours truly. There are several types of 
balanced modulator which can be used, but the most common type is the two diode balanced 
modulator. There are three possible configurations for this device, each of which are shown in Figure 
1. Each of these balanced modulators requires a low impedance audio drive at only a few millivolts. 
In fact a 12AX7 (ECC83) with the first half as an amplifier and the second half as a cathode follower 
will suffice. The alternative is a transformer feeding the balanced modulator. The secondary therefore 
must be a low impedance at about 500 ohms. This sort of component is not always available in the 
junk box, but a "make do" replacement can be a 12.6v heater transformer, the 240v primary winding 
connected to the anode of the a.f. amplifier and the 12.6v winding to the balanced modulator. 
 
 When using transistors there are considerably less problems. The output impedance of a 
transistor amplifier stage can be arranged to present the correct impedance to the balanced modulator, 
and a two stage transistor audio amplifier will provide more than enough gain.. The balanced 
modulator may be set up only when the complete sideband generator section is completed, otherwise 
false indications may well result due to stray fields from the carrier oscillator. The method of setting 
up any form of balanced modulator is the same; firstly set VC to minimum and adjust RV for 
minimum output. Then adjust VC for minimum. If this increases the output then it should be 
connected to the other side of the secondary of T1 (Fig 1A). With VC set for null then RV should be 
again adjusted to minimum, and this process repeated until no further improvement can be achieved 
The choice of component for RV in the balanced modulator is important. It must be a carbon track 
otherwise a good null will not be possible. It must also be a linear law potentiometer. 
 
 Consider now the complete s.s.b. generator section. This will provide an s.s.b. output on a 
fixed frequency, say 5·2 Mc/s. of sufficient level suitable to drive a mixer, then a driver followed by 
the linear power amplifier. Considerable ease of construction and screening is accomplished by 
constructing the transmitter in units. Any modifications or improvements that may be required at a 
later date can very easily be incorporated, whereas with a complete one-unit transmitter this does 
provide some headaches. 
 
 A block diagram of a sideband generator is shown in Figure 2. If automatic level control (a.l.c.) is 
required it can control the gain of the filter amplifier stage by varying the bias on the grid. The 
negative control voltage can be derived at the PA stage, and will be discussed in another article. 
 
   A circuit for this sideband generator is shown in Figure 3. The carrier oscillator is a standard 
Colpitts oscillator with T1 tuned to the carrier frequency. The secondary of T1 must be bifilar-wound 
and provides a balanced push-pull low impedance output to the two-diode balanced modulator. The 
audio stages comprise a 12AX7, the first half as a straight amplifier and the second half as a cathode 
follower to provide a low impedance output to the balanced modulator. 
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 Following the balanced modulator is the filter, as described previously, and following that is 
V2, the filter amplifier. The gain control in the cathode of V2 is the most effective way of reducing 
the output from the sideband generator. If only an audio gain were provided the apparent carrier 
suppression would reduce when the audio gain is turned down. With the gain control as shown in the 
cathode of V2 both the audio and the suppressed carrier are reduced by the same amount. The preset 
gain control in the audio stages should be adjusted for the microphone in use and set at its highest 
level which does not introduce distortion. This will ensure maximum carrier suppression. 
 
 A transistor version of the sideband generator is shown in Figure 4. Again a Colpitts oscillator 
is used for the carrier generation, The filter amplifier, VT2 and VT3 provide a very high gain and 
extremely stable amplifier with a low input impedance which matches the filter and a high impedance 
which means the collector tuned circuit does not require tapping into for matching. 
 
 Setting up the sideband generator is quite simple and the following procedure applies to both 
generators. The station receiver can be used and the output of the sideband generator connected to it. 
Initially the carrier balance potentiometer must be at one end of its travel, the carrier null trimmer at 
minimum and the GAIN control at maximum. T1 and T2 should be adjusted for maximum output 
first, The carrier balance potentiometer is then adjusted for minimum, and the best null.. These two 
adjustments must be repeated for maximum carrier suppression. The audio quality may then he 
checked, perhaps using a tape recorder to assist monitoring, and the trimmer across the crystal 
adjusted to best quality. Each time the frequency of the carrier is changed by adjustment of this 
trimmer the carrier balancing process will need to be performed again. 
 
 Almost ready to go now. Just mix it to an Amateur band and we're away. Good luck - more to 
fellow. 
 
 

ooooo-----oooooo 
 
 

 
ROYAL SIGNALS CORPS COMMITTEE DONATION 

 
 The Society is extremely grateful to the Corps Committee for a very generous donation made 
earlier this year. 
 
 The donation was used to purchase a Heathkit SB 101 transceiver together with the matching 
SB 600 speaker unit. A DC P.S.U. (HP14) was bought from Society funds at the same time. 
 
 The P.S.U. and transceiver were obtained in kit form, and kindly assembled "off the 
premises" by G3DSS (3). This was done to prevent too many fingers getting into the proverbial pie! 
 
 The reason behind the purchase of a transceiver was to enable the Society eventually to 
provide a station which could be loaned to any Society member lucky enough to have a short overseas 
trip or interested in putting some remote part of the UK on the air and so putting the Society more 
firmly on the map. 
 
 The equipment is currently in use at G4RS after being "run-in" at G3EKL, and certainly 
handles beautifully. Extremely stable and with an excellent receiver section the 101 is admired by all 
who visit the HQ Station. 
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VISITORS TO HQ STATION 
 
 The visitors book at G4RS has been honoured with quite a few entries in the last few months, 
and the largest daily catch occurred on Feb. 7 when some ten or so members of the RSGB Council 
spent a day in the Blandford area. 
 
 It was most pleasing to be able to meet this years President (G3TR) Executive Vice President 
(G2YS), the General Manager (G4AR), the Secretary and his Assistant (G3TRP), a Past President 
(G3IIR), one of the Technical Committee (G6JP), one of the HF Contest Committee (G3GVV) and of 
course dear old Phil Thorogood (G4KD) - a most impressive array! 
 
 Unfortunately they were only able to pause for a brief half hour at G4RS but they seemed to 
thoroughly enjoy themselves, and the air was full of banter and chatter as is wont when Amateurs get 
together. 
 
 The General Manager (G4AR), was deep in conclave with Bill Graham, (G3KPQ) over the 
advantages and disadvantages of the SB 101 and KW 2000 A (at least I think that was the topic or 
conversation - judging by the laughter it could well have been a comparison of ST2 entertainment). 
 
 Eric Cole, G2EC, our Vice President, and also Evan Nepean G5YN, were amongst the party 
and they seemed well satisfied with the new HQ Station. 
 
 The occasion also drew together the largest number of licensed Blandford amateurs yet seen, 
eleven in all, who explained all the various items of gear, operating positions etc. - not forgetting the 
library (a most important place) - and generally helped make the visitors feel at home. 
 
 All in all a successful get together and a very memorable day for the Society. 
 
   Society members present were: 
 
    

   
    
 
 
 Another of our members who has called and "seen for himself" is G3DNF (185) Gordon 
Bennett, who called one lunch-time and stayed quite late in the evening. He took the opportunity of 
operating the HQ Station and was very satisfied with the set up. 
 
 Yet another new signature in the book was that of George Twist, G3LWH, who is the RSGB 
Council member elected by representation in Region 9 (our area). George called on the afternoon of 
March 8th and had the unexpected pleasure of working John Walker when he was on Cosmoledo 
Island - one of the islands close to Aldabra. George called the HQ Station "Rolls  Royce"- very 
politely - and thought that the Society was extremely lucky in having such spacious Club premises. 
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THE  OTHER  SIDE  OF  THE  COIN 
FROM 

the Awards Manager GI2DZG (5) 
 
 In the last issue of "Mercury", G3SYW made a plea for more interest to be taken in the 
overseas members and due to an oversight by the Editor my article "On the Awards Front" included a 
reference to G3SYW's letter. This suggested that I was in agreement with the views expressed in the 
letter. The fact is that I had never seen the letter!! Our Editor In all good faith, had assumed that I 
would be in agreement and expanded my "copy" by including reference to the letter. In fact I do not 
feel strongly on the matter and take the view that as long as claims for Awards keep reaching me, 
whether such claims are made for contacts on 15 or 80 is of no importance. What is important, to my 
mind, is that members are keeping in touch and it was precisely for this reason that the Awards were 
instituted. When I cease to receive claims, then I will be worried. 

 The strength of any Society lies in it's membership and the fact that our members do keep in 
touch shows that they are interested. This is substantiated also by the evidence of eleven Class I 
Awards and twenty-four Class II Awards which have been issued since the scheme was started. 

Elsewhere in this issue is a list of the members who have gained Awards. 

Iain, in his letter, asks what percentage of QSLs submitted for awards have been for contacts with 
other than G stations. Here are the answers: 

Class I Awards Excluding the two listener members and the two transmitting members who operated 
with overseas calls, there are seven award winners with fifty contacts apiece i.e. a total of 350 
contacts. An analysis of the claims submitted shows that 14 non G stations were contacted ... 4% of 
the contacts made. 

Class II Awards Excluding those who have gained Class I awards, we are left with thirteen 
members who have made 25 contacts each i.e. a total of 325 contacts. An analysis of these claims 
shows a slightly better figure with a percentage of 6·7. 

 `The Editor has been kind enough to pass on to me the correspondence received on the subject, a 
grand total of six letters. With the high percentage of transmitting members in the Society, and even 
allowing for those who are not interested in awards, surely this is indicative that the membership as a 
whole is satisfied with the existing rules governing the Awards scheme. 

   Extracts from the letters received are shown below: 

Member 271"My score is 97 heard and 78 confirmed. Of the outstanding QSL's only six are DX 
stations. All others are G". 

G8VG "Grand total worked is 145, confirmed 130... of the total worked I have had the good 
fortune to work only 12 (I must spell that out) 'TWELVE during the so called "Activity" 
periods ... Of the overseas contacts totalling 18 I have received only 12 confirmations and 
none of these were worked during "Activity" spells.... may I suggest that he (‘SYW) could 
do myself and a great many others a kindness if he could tell the Field Secretary just how 
to bring more members into the Awards scheme; how to get QSL cards when a station has 
been worked, and to listen during the so called "Activity" periods and count up the number 
of member stations working. No Mr Editor, don't mess around with the conditions for 
obtaining the award, get the members on the bands." 
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G3UXH Peter recounts in an amusing letter his first participation In the December "Activity" 
period with not one member contacted although the specified bands were activated by him. 
In true "Certa Cito" fashion he has promised to try again in the next period. (Hope you 
were more successful OM!!) 

 
G3IDG "...one doesn't find European stations restricted to working a limited number of other 

European countries for DXCC just because some W's have only a handful of other 
countries within the same radius of them...we can stay on 80 metres until we rot if we 
choose to. I say let the rules stay as they are." 

 
G3WNH Uses only six watts on 1·8 and 3·5 and is mainly interested in rag chewing says "I think it 

would be perfectly fair to include a certain number of overseas contacts (dependent upon 
the number of active overseas members), or alternatively make a separate award (Class III 
or similar) for LF Band contacts, requiring more contacts than a Class II award, and 
amend the Class II award to include a percentage of HF band QSO's." 

 
G3SGH From quite a long letter, John says "My experience in four years of constant working on 

the HF bands (CW only) has produced contacts with four RSARS members, two of whom 
have yet to reply to my QSL,! Admittedly I was not a member of the Society until late last 
year, nevertheless with DXCC and 250 countries to my credit one could reasonably expect 
a few more than four - and whilst on the subject of contacts with RSARS members what 
happened on the special date in January? I called RSARS on the HF bands all morning 
with what result -- nothing, and 80 metres all the afternoon - nothing. I did manage to 
QSO five last Sunday on 80 during the morning and despatched cards to them the 
following week by letter; one has been answered." 

  John, ex 5th L. of C. and 98 Medium W/T continues "Is it that local contacts also 
require an SAE with IRC to cover the labour involved? I'm sorry if this should appear 
embittered but my experience with QSL's with a number of DX stations and DX-peditions, 
even to fulfil all the requirements as suggested in "How to increase your QSL returns from 
DX stations", does NOT guarantee a return and one regrets the time, trouble and expense. 

  My procedure now is that if the RSGB or ISWL covers that country for QSL's, I'm 
content to use that Bureau and if the DX country is courteous enough to reply I'm indeed 
thankful. I believe the sending of IRC, SAE etc. sails pretty close to the recent disclosure 
of bribes and falsification of cards which brought discredit to Amateur Radio. 

  I'm probably in the minority on this subject, I suppose it depends upon how important 
the other man’s QSL is, but I think the time is coming shortly now when a revival of the 
true amateur spirit should be shouted abroad, and QSL's should be the subject of courtesy 
only. Incidentally, your QSL cards are just fine and if they don't warrant a return then 
nothing will!! 

 
9M2NF Dennis wrote me direct to give me his score of 30 worked and 22 confirmed. He made no 

mention whatsoever about the situation. 
 
 It is interesting to note that those most affected (the overseas members) have not sent one 
letter in support of G3SYW's plea. Furthermore the fact that two overseas members have gained Class 
I Awards shows that the Awards are obtainable. 
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Obviously, from the correspondence, there is not the amount of activity taking place that there should 
be during the "Activity" periods. Also, the courtesy of sending QSL’s seems to be sadly lacking. On 
the former, during February "Activity" period I made a survey on all the bands between 1100 to 1200 
GMT. Not one member was heard on the spot frequencies, but G3WRY was active on 21 Mhz as I 
heard him being called by an OE station. 
 
 It is up to the membership to activate the bands and I hope you will do so. In the final 

analysis, anyway, there will be no overseas members in a few years time, thanks to "you-know-who". 

 
ooooo-----ooooo 

 

FROM THE EDITORS POSTBAG 
 
203 Mike  writes  from  New York  and  says that  he  is  active  on  10 metres.   But the  
G3NKR/W2description  of his gear makes my mouth water. Even better is that of the Club station 

being organised by the Company for whom he works, a synthesised SSB exciter, driving a 
two kilowatt linear into a three band beam some 45 feet up - but this is only a temporary 
antenna and will be replaced by multi-element arrays for 20, 15 and 10 metres at an even 
greater elevation!!! As Mike says "It is great doing it the American way, so long as you 
don't have to foot the bill!!"   

 
 G3NKR is willing to assist any of the members who may be chasing States-side 
components or pieces of equipment. Anybody interested pse write straight to Mike at: 

           14½ Buckingham Street, Rochester, N.Y.14807, USA 
           (And it is meant to be 14½!!) 
 

 Tks for your offer about snippets for the "Mercury" OM and I'll be delighted to accept 
anything you care to send. 

 
469 At present without a call. Harry is trying to beat the authorities in ZB2 land. He has started 

building a three band exciter for 20, 15 and 10 metres as commercial gear carries an 
exorbitant tax. But he is having difficulty in progressing as the Telecoms people say "That 
a licence will be only issued when the transmitter has been fully Inspected ..... no 
transmitting components may be purchased or brought into the country without a 
transmitting licence!!" Sounds like putting the cart before the horse to me, but I'm sure 
Harry will cope and we'll hear him on before very long. You are quite right old son - it's 
Tiny!! 

 
557 Good to have such a newsy letter  from you John and to hear  that you are in the pink.  
WA6CEB I haven't the heart to upset all the readers with another mouth-watering description of gear 

- suffice to say that John is alright thank you, and looking out for members on 14280 SSB 
each day around 1430 Z. 

 
282 You've taken your time Maurice hi!!! A typical Caplan  letter tells the Society that he  
has just managed to satisfy the Telecoms Dept and their engineers that his equipment is the goods and 

that the BC 221 will ensure that he never operates outside the bands - result - VS6AA. Antenna 
situation is not all that it could be, but dipoles seem to be the order of the day. with emphasis on 15 

metres CW. (Step in '8VG 
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275 Sorry that  you are  having such trouble with W  QRM Don.  Good to know that you  
VP1DW are on the go and hope to hear you one day. Don is on CW mostly on 14 megs but also is 

QSX on 3520, between 2100 and 2359 Z most days. He says that if any member wants to 
make a sked with him, drop him a line at the QTH shown at the end of this "Mercury" and 
he can be almost 99% sure of meeting you. (You are really in luck '8VG aren't you!!) 

418 Ray Vasper has  settled back in DL  land after a pleasant six weeks with the Guards  
DL5YT at Caterham. I had a QSO with him the other evening and can vouch that his voice 

certainly carries well!! Ray asks me to remind members that he is the QSL Manager for 
any DL5 RSARS members and also to let you know that there is another award for the 
picking. "WARSIG ". Quite easy apparently - you need to produce QSL's for contacts with 
ten RSARS members worked in DL land since 1st Jan 88. Any claims, together with cards 
to Ray, QTHR. There is no catch - there are more than ten active over there!! (Are you 
alright for cards Ray?) 

432 A hearty welcome back to Les Dicker,  who has been QRT  since 1964  but has now  
9V1OS started making himself heard. Les is running a Drake T-4X with an R-4A receiver and he 

is using a dipole. Hope to hear you before long OM. ("Tks for cryptic note"). 

576 What a nice long letter OM - thank you very much for all your news and  I hope that  
G3VVH your all-band SSB transistor transceiver is making satisfactory progress. 'VVH is in the 

Colchester area and used to be on the CCF net (13B). He would like to contact any other 
ex-CCF wallahs who are in the Society and wonders whether such members would care to 
get together on the G4RS twice weekly natter nets and then QSY to another freq. 

464 Can any one help Clarence pse?  He is after a 1 Mc/s  bar mounted on  an octal base  
G2UZ for his LM 14 freq. meter. The same beast is used in the BC221. Clarence says that he has 

tried the usual places and dealers but with no success. Any offers pse? 

AFF 45 Nice to hear from you OM,  and very pleased to hear that you have managed to get a  
9M2RH call of your own. The next move is to work you so eyes down, look in you Award hunters, 

another good DX station for the asking. 

24 Frank  is also in the market for a crystal  -  an 8 Mc/s rock,  preferably  FT 243. Any  
G3IDG offers straight to '3IDG pse. Sorry about your being upset about the re-issuing of defunct 

numbers Frank. Too late to do much about it now but it is done you know - the GPO even 
reissue call signs at times. I take your point that it prevents one knowing just when a 
member actually joined the Society, but after a careful scrutiny of the HQ bump it was 
decided to try and tidy things up a bit. You can see from the "outstanding subs" list that 
there is a lot of dead wood. 

598 Another  "well  done".  This time to Geoffrey who got his   ticket on  20th February.  
G3XGT Good for you Geoff and I hope your Sommerkamp F Line gear gives you hours of 

pleasure. 

191 Good  to  work  you  the other  Sunday  Mike,  -  sorry  I wasn't one of  the 39 gang!!  
G3LOV Unfortunately  the evening  sked  of course clashes with  the  slow morse  xmissions  
G3LUN from G4RS. I like your No 1 rule - no army matters are to be discussed over the air at any 

time!! 
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124 What a lovely call sign!!  Hope you are having  fun out their Keith and that you offer  
G3WBL/5Amany members another QSL card. By the way - what about some of our gorgeous cards - 

I'm sure you can get your hands on postal orders!!! 
 
451 Tks for your sub OM - It came too late to be shown in the "Thank you" section. Any  
9M2PO one wanting a QSO with Malaya -try 28600 sideband most mornings around 1000 Z 
 
122 Good  to  hear  from  you  again,  and  it's  very obvious from  your moans that you're  
G3RUS almost back to normal!! Yes '4RS does pound the brass occasionally - but I must admit 

that SSB usually wins the day!! Sri the wx stopped the gee-gees!!! 
 
268 Good  to hear  from you Dave and  to know that you still have the flag flying high in  
DL5XE DL land. Fine business on your fortnightly broadcasts - it seems that you are radiating 

better on FM than on the amateur bands!!! 

       What has happened to your "mini - AGM"?   
 
232 Heartiest congratulations  Wilf  and  very pleased  to hear  that the HQ Station  slow  
G3XHJ morse xmissons are of use to some of you. Wilf has just made it with his licence - and is 

active on all bands. Tks for your remittance order for cards -- your letter came in after the 
subs sheet dead line date. 

 
                

ooooo-----ooooo 
 

ACTIVITY PERIODS 
 
 The last Sunday in each month is a special time for you all to get out and about on the bands and find 
members. 
 

Frequencies are:3505, 7010, 14020,  21030 and 28040 on CW 

    3750, 14180, 21440 and 28680 on SSB or AM 

Try and make it - activity at present is very low. The dates? 

28th April,  28th May,  30th June.  ALSO  22/23 June. 
 
 

ooooo-----ooooo 
 

TECHNICAL TIPS 

(A suggestion from G3EJF - 4) 
 
 Ever wanted a resistor between two preferred values? The writer recently wanted a 8 megohm 
resistance but only had several 8·2 megohms and also several 10 megohms at 10% tolerance. 

 All were checked carefully on an accurate components bridge and it was found that all ran 
high - that is greater than the stated value. 

 So if you want a resistance midway between two preferred values, choose the lower value 
chances are in your favour that it will be just about right! 
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ON THE AWARDS FRONT 

 
KEN  TURK - G3UEV 

 
 Holder of the Class I Award No 3, Ken Turk, spent most of his Service career in India where 
he ended up as a F of S at Luchkow. Ken's first trade was ES. Later, he became an I. Mech III and 
subsequently R. Mech Class II. 

 Ken, who installed the first public address systems at Delhi and Lahore railway stations, says 
his worst experience was in the climbing of 90 foot section mast in pouring monsoon rain, in 
darkness. With one end of a delta matched antenna around his waist, he had to effect a repair for a 
vital link. The only light was the flashes of lightning all around at the time. 

 Demobbed in 1947, Ken married his ex-ATS girlfriend, who was a tailoress with the Corps (R 
Signals) at Huddersfield. Present employment is as Service Manager with a large retail TV/Electricity 
organisation in Lancashire, G3UEV has golf as his second hobby. 

 Equipment used is a KW Valiant on the transmitting side and a much modified CR100 as 
receiver. A half-wave dipole at 45 feet is used for 1·8 Mc/s, one half being used for 3·5 Mc/s whilst a 
Windom antenna is used for 7 and 21 Mc/s bands. Most of Ken's operating is on the key though an 
SSB exciter is almost ready for use on 14 Mc/s. It is also planned to be active on 4 metres. 

 
DAVE  BUTLER - GI3JEX 

 
 Like G3UEV, Dave Butler, holder of the Class I Award No, 4, also spent a large part of his 
service career in India where he served with the 14th Indian Division Signals, It is of interest to note 
that one of Dave's instructors was a Sergeant Lissen, a member of the well-known family who were in 
the radio component manufacturing business in the 1920-'30s. 

 With a son serving in the Royal Air Force on communications and stationed in ZC4, GI3JEX 
is a member of CHC, FOC, RCC. TOPS and the RSGB. He confesses to a dislike of phone operation 
and is not a DX enthusiast, though he has 34 awards to his credit and has contacted and confirmed 34 
countries on 1·8 Mc/s, including UF6, ZC4 and ZL. 

 Dave lists his hobbies in the following order; XYL, his children and grandchildren and radio 
operating and constructing ...(a replica of the Swan 350 is on the stocks). 

 He and his wife maintain the log and despatch QSLs on behalf of GI3TK who is a blind 
amateur. 

 Equipment used is a Viceroy Mk II with a transverter for 1·8 Mc/s. The receiver is a Geloso 
G209. A Pye Reporter is used for occasional operation on 4 metres. Antennas in use are an inverted 
trap dipole and a ground plane. 

 
RON  FORD - GM3NKO 

Class I Award No 6 

 Ron Ford is somewhat younger than the two previous award winners. He enlisted as a boy at 
Beverley in '51 and there, after being taught the basic principles of discipline, he passed out as an 
OWL and was posted to Malaya in '54 with the 15/19th Kings Royal Hussars. He wasn't long in 
getting a licence and was soon active as VS2FN. 
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